Decreasing the cortical response to monocular deprivation need not decrease cell shrinkage in cat lateral geniculate nucleus.
Monocular deprivation (MD) of young kittens decreases the response of visual cortex cells to the deprived eye. In addition, it causes cell shrinkage in the layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) innervated by the deprived eye. To determine whether the shrinkage of LGN cells is dependent upon changes in the response of cortical cells, we compared LGN cell shrinkage in three groups of MD animals. Two were controls; the third received lesions of fibers bringing norepinephrine and acetylcholine to the visual cortex. This procedure greatly attenuated the effect of MD on the visual cortex. The amount of LGN cell shrinkage did not differ among the three groups. We conclude that LGN shrinkage after MD does not require a dramatic loss of cortical cell responses to the deprived eye.